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FUSEPOOL P3 SUMMARY Y1  
 

1 Project context and objectives  
 

The goal of Fusepool P3 project is to make publishing and processing of open data as linked data easy. 

For this purpose Fusepool P3 develops a set of software components that integrate seamlessly by well-

defined APIs basing on Linked Data Best Practices and the Linked Data Platform standard.  

 

To ensure longevity of the code and the APIs developed within Fusepool the software is designed so 

that the individual components can be used not only as parts of the overall software, but also 

individually. The architecture is not tied to a particular runtime environment but bases exclusively on 

web standards. This allows components to be implemented using any language and framework.  

 

As a consequence of this the focus of the platform is not to build a central application into which the 

components are added as plugins but mainly specifying generic APIs to allow the interaction of 

loosely coupled modules.  

 

The platform is what emerges from components communicating with generic RESTful RDF APIs. 

This focus on standards and loose coupling will provide the extensibility to cover both the current as 

well as future end-users needs. This is because new developers as well as new platforms and tools can 

be integrated very quickly.  

 

 

The Fusepool P3 project partners Provincia Autonoma di Trento (PAT) and Regione Toscana (RET) 

have been publishing open data and are supporting the development of applications and services in the 

tourism domain for several months. During this time both partners gained valuable experience in data 

creation, maintenance and publication.  

 

The dialogue with PAT and RET supports us in identifying problems they have in publishing open 

data and define use cases where Linked Open Data provides an additional value to them and the 

ultimate user of the data: Tourists visiting the regions.  



2 Main results  
 

Our platform integrates state-of-the-art tools like OpenRefine, OpenLink Virtuoso, Apache Stanbol, 

and Pundit. The P3 platform is developed and tested based on the requirements defined by our project 

partners PAT and RET within this work package. Both partners have started working with the 

platform in an early stage and feedback gets directly integrated into the agile development process of 

Fusepool P3.  

 

D1.1: The major significant result of WP1 is the D1.1 report which was written in close collaboration 

with PAT and RET. D1.1 is the base for publishing real world Linked Data from PAT and RET in Y2.  

 

D2.1: It consists of the data importer and data extraction (RDF mapping) tools. It describes the 

modifications done to existing tools for data importing and data extraction in order to align them 

within the Fusepool P3 Platform. The main focus of WP2 so far has been implementing changes in the 

general architecture of existing tools, in order to achieve the necessary integration level.  

 

D3.1: The definition of the Fusepool Annotation Model (FAM) which is the annotation model in 

Fusepool P3 that provides a generic model for the project and ensures the interoperability of different 

transformer implementations in the transformation pipeline.  

 

 Investigation of existing Annotation Standards: Open Annotation, NIF 2.0, Annotea, Apache 

Stanbol Enhancement Structure  

 Fusepool Annotation Model (FAM): The Model used by Fusepool to formally describe 

Information extracted from analysed content. FAM is based on Open Annotation and NIF 2.0.  

 The specification of the FAM is part of D3.1 an online version of the documentation and code is 

available at https://github.com/fusepoolP3/overall-architecture/tree/master/wp3/fp-anno-model 

 

The implementation of the Transformer API that provides a uniform API for any type of transformer; 

it is a core element of the specification of the communication in the Fusepool platform.  

 

D4.1: It consists the optimization of the generic APIs and the development of a cross-platform GUI 

and data visualization toolkit.  

 

The following elements have been implemented:  

 

 Resource Browser/Editor Interface to interact with LDP data  

 Fusepool P3 Dashboard for project specific interactions  

 Pipeline User Interface for creating Transformation Pipelines  

 BatchRefine Factory User Interface for registering BatchRefine Transformers  

 

D5.1/5.3: With the chosen architectural approach however, the generic RDF API for storing, retrieving 

and transforming data is at the very core of the platform. Instead of adding standard compliant 

interfaces on top of our application the P3 platform is itself based on these standard compliant 

interfaces for the interaction of its components.  

https://github.com/fusepoolP3/overall-architecture/tree/master/wp3/fp-anno-model


3 Presentations  
 

ISWC 2014 Tutorial on Apache Marmotta and LDP 1.0  

 

Apache Marmotta and LDP 1.0 presentation at the ApacheCon Europe 2014  

 

4 Overview of the components  
 

All components that are intended to be used as library or otherwise embedded in Java applications are 

released to the maven central repository, they are typically not manually downloaded but used via a 

dependency management tool such as Apache Ivy,the Scala Build Tool sbt or - of course - by Apache 

Maven.  

 

Components that provide standalone applications are released using the Github release system which 

is closely tied to the Git source control and the Continuous Integration (CI) Environment. Whenever a 

component reaches a state to provide some novel reusable functionality a new Tag is created in Git. 

Github automatically creates a release with downloadable archives of the source code, the Travis CI 

will build the tagged version of the source and attach the resulting binary artifact to the release created 

by Github. Both source code and binary artifacts are then available via the Github website as well as 

via the Github API.  

 

5 Technical organization  
 

To avoid issues we had with the former Fusepool project we established a technical organization that 

should ensure the following three core points:  

 

 enforced the timely delivery of software components  

 ensure that the components are continuously integrated  

 a unifying product vision shall guide the development  

 

To achieve this we established a process inspired by the Scrum methodology. A scrum product owner 

defines the product on behalf of the Work Package 1 team, at sprint planning meetings the developers 

commit on some issues that they will resolve during the next sprint. At the sprint review meeting the 

results are evaluated, the issue is closed if the resolution represents potentially shippable increment of 

functionality for the overall product. Weekly scrum meeting ensure collaboration between the 

developers. Actually applying textbook scrum was not possible due to the diverse interests of the 

partners with their own responsibilities and motivations, the fact that most developers spend only 

irregularly time on the project and the geographical distance of the team members  

 

This software development process is allows a close collaboration with the Province of Trento and the 

Tuscany Region as it allows to quickly implement concrete functionality that is useful in the context of 

their data and use cases. It is another learning from the former Fusepool that it is important to identify 

«low hanging and reachable fruits» with our partners and make sure they are addressed by the 

platform development.  



6 Marketing and dissemination organization  
 

The change in the direction of a stronger focus on software development challenged the dissemination 

strategy. This change took several months and for an optimized cooperation between technique and 

marketing we established a «Marketing and Dissemination Task Force». The WP Leader 1 as Product 

Owner and the WP Leader 6 as Owner of the M&D Task Force are responsible for a coherent delivery 

– on time.  

 

As a result on marketing side, overall project development targeted a different audience, most evident 

in their creation of a new «developer portal». That’s why the new dissemination strategy focuses 

strongly on Y2 and first on data developers who work with data for clients. The second focus is on 

data publishers who have internal data developers and the third group are consumers of data-driven 

apps.  

 

Since end of February 2015, the new Fusepool P3 (fp3) community web is online. After having 

accepted a usable and performing demo version by the Board Meeting (extraordinary Board Meeting 

in March 2015), the target group can be engaged for MS7.  

 

 

……. 
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